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Abstract

Some estimates for the hadron masses in lattice QCD are presented in the

approximation of neglecting dynamic ferraion loops. Both light and heavy quark

systems are considered and their dependence on the coupling constant and the

quark mass is studied. Some results for the decay amplitudes are also given.

We discuss how the eta prime mass can be computed to lowest order in nj, the

number of dynamic feraion flavors.

TWork done in collaboration with 6. Parisi.
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I. Introduction

Recently some numerical estimates for the particle spectrum of lattice

gauge theories1 have been obtained using an approximation in which the effects

of dynamic feration loops are neglected2""5. This corresponds Co setting nf,

the number of fermion flavors, equal to zero in the fermionic contribution to

the probability measure used in generating gauge field configurations by Monte

Carlo methods6. From this point of view the method has the advantage of not

having to include in the statistical factor the determinant of the Dirac

operator (a highly nonlocal object) which arises once the fermion degrees of

freedom are integrated out. Although several viable techniques have been

suggested for including, at least in an approximate way, the effects of the

determinant , they still seem to require perhaps an order of magnitude more

computing time than a local bosonic action would imply. Typically the bosonic

updace requires matrix element of fermionic operators which are themselves

computed by a stochastic method with diverging relaxation times in the small

quark mass limit.

On the other hand the. inclusion of ferraion loop effects has been studied

in two-dimensional gauge theories, where it can be shown that, at least for some

quantities, like the average plaquetce energy or the fermion propagator at the

origin, the feedback changes indeed very little10*12. Simulations in

four-dimensional QCD tend to confirm this picture. In this case the

approximation is justified in the large-Nc limit (where fermion loops are

suppressed by a factor of 1/Nc with respect to gluon loops), and arguments can

be given for the smallness o£ these effects for finite N * 3 both at weak (g0 «

1) and scrong (go » 1) coupling. Indeed if one excludes special cases like the

n* mass, which is believed to arise mostly because of the anomaly induced in the

isoscalar axial current by the presence of fermion annihilation diagrams ,
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one might expect that the inclusion of these effects would change hadron mass

estimates only by a few percent. Phenomenological considerations can also be

given in support of this statement. It is conceivable that for the heavier

hadrons the inclusion of the loops will mostly reflect itself into a

readjustment of the unphysical length scale a (the lattice spacing) leaving most

mass ratios unchanged.

The plan of the talk is as follows. In Sec. II we define our notation for

the lattice action and remind the reader of the different ways in which the

Dirac operator can be transcribed on the latcice, and discuss briefly the

advantages and drawbacks of the various formulations. The two options that we

consider are Wilson's form for the action , which is known to avoid the problem

of fermion species doubling both at weak and strong coupling at the price of

breaking chiral symmetry completely in the massless case, and the Kogut-Susskind

like form which preserves a chiral symmetry but introduces four flavors on

the lattice for each flavor in the continuum theory. Since we actually have, in

our approximation, zero flavors we have still avoided a full confrontation with

the doubling problem.

A brief description is then given of how to compute meson and baryon

propagators on a finite lattice and the importance of cutoff-dependent

corrections to the continuum theory results. We will obtain masses and

amplitudes by looking at the large distance falloff of the propagator, or,

equivalently, its small momentum behavior.

Our estimates for the hadron spectrum of QCD (limited to flavor

nonsinglets) are presented in Sect. Ill and IV. We have three parameters that

we can vary: the bare coupling constant gg, the quark mass m and the size of

the lattice. In order to verify that we are actually computing physical

quantities in the continuum theory, we have studied their dependence on the

3.



coupling go and found agreement with the scaling behavior predicted by the

renormalization group. Since our cutoffs (proportional to a ) vary

(exponentially) with the bare coupling, changing the latter corresponds to

exploring different mass regions in the spectrum. Thus for stronger couplings

we obtain reliable estimates for the lighter hadrons (tr, p, p,...}, whereas for

weaker coupling we move into Che region of charmed states (ric,J/Y,...).

He will consider in detail the pseudoacalar (0~+), vector (1~), scalar

(0**), axial vector (I**) and tensor (1*~) meson, some of their lowest radial

excitations and the 1/2* and 3/2* baryon states. The only parameters we have to

use as input in our calculation are the lattice spacing at a particular value of

go'(it sets the absolute scale for the masses), as determined e.g. from the

Regge slope or the p-ir mass difference, and the quark mass (n^, ny,

m a,...). Sine? l-urs lass quantity is not known from experiment, we will trade

ic for a physical mass like the pion mass, and from it estimate the quark

masses.

In Sect. V we will give our results for the decay aaplicudes, which can be

extracted from the meson propagators. The amplitudes can then be used to

estimate for exaaple leptonic decay widths.

Finally in the last section we show how to compute the mass of the r\' to

lowest order in nf, without having to include the effects of dynamic fermion

loops in the simulation.
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II. Description of the Method

We will write the lattice QCD action (for one ferraion flavor)

sF

IJn [<r-VUm.W -V--W.1.

Here SQ is the pure gauge action, gg is the bare coupling constant and the

Unj,'s are 3 x 3 complex matrices elements of the group SU(3). Sp is the

fenaion action with four component spinors i(itt|i. It depends on a parameter r

that interpolates between Wilson (r = 1) and Kogut-Susskind like (r =• 0)

fermions, and o.i a hopping constant k (in general different for different

flavors) related to the bare quark mass by

m = *n[l + i (1/k - l/kc)] (2.2)

and kc = 1/8 for gg = 0 (free fermions) and r = 1, whereas for r = 0 the

feraion mass is

ra = l/2k (2.3)

5.



The continuum Dirac fields are related to the above lattice fields by

*conc(na) * <-2k/abl/\ (2.4)

It is instructive to look at the free fermion propagator obtained frota Sp

(with tJ - 1)

ipan

" 2kr £
U

For r * 1 (in fact for any r * 0) there is no symmetry that prevents kc from

getting renormalized*•ls~23 but the dependence of kc on g0 is not known

except around g0 » 0 (kc • 1/8) and g0 - « (kc a 1/4). In this formulation

one has, in order to approach the taassless limit, to adjust k so as to at least

partially cancel the mass term with the r-dependent counterternt. In this

formulation the chiral symmetry bracking terms are cf order (pa)2 for small pa,

and give important contributions onLy for momenta of the order of the cutoff.

We therefore expect reliable estimates of large-distance behavior of correlation

functions (determined by the pole in taomentust space) as opposed to more local

quantities like <i|ii|t>, the fermion propagator at Che origin, which should at

least require a subtraction.

For r " 0 the theory has a full chiral synasetry, but is known to describe

16 flavors instead of one > . By an appropriate canonical transformation

6.



the flavors can be reduced to four, maintaining at the same time the invariance

of the theory under a set of chiral symmetries. One sets

4 = ITn n

n n n n
) X(Y2)

 y(Y3) Z(Y4) (2.6)

The fermionic action then becomes (after rescaling the fields by /2k)

I • [0> •) + (-) X(D *) + (-) X y(D *)" n l x n yn zn

n +n +n
) X y Z (2.7)

where Dj, is the covariant version of the central first derivative 3^. In

this framework there is no problem in computing a local quantity like <^>, but,

because of the increased lattice periodicity (2a instead of a), in the case of

the staggered fermions a larger lattice in the 'time' direction is required in

order to extract masses from the exponential decay of the correlation

functions. The separation of operators with different spin-parities seems also

slightly more cumbersome in this formulation, especially for baryons.

7.



Since ijr and $ ar-a anticommucing variables, they are not suited for

numerical simulations. After integrating them out we get an effective

probability measure for the gauge fields

nf

a)] E dOH . . (2.3)

Where jf + m is th> lattice Dirac operator and dUH is the Eaar measure for the

group SU(3). The effects of the fermion determinant can be included in a Monte

Carlo simulation by using the methods of ref. 7. Since the procedure is rather

time consuming, we choose to set as a first approximation nj = 02"5. In this

way the feedback of the fermion dynamics on the gauge field configurations is

ignored.

Once a set of gauge field configurations have been generated e.g. by the

Metropolis Monte Carlo method, > <"<<>$> and the correlation functions of

composite operators that do not have the flavor quantum numbers of the vacuum

are computed by averaging appropriate fermionic Green's functions

du[A] Tr {rG(0,0;A}}

Tr {G(x,0;A)rG(O,x;A)r} (2.9)

dp[A] Tr {G(X,O;A)G(X,O;A)G(X,O;A)}

where we have suppressed flavor, spinor and color indices, F is a gamma matrix

(in Che case of the Kogut-Susskind ferraions it is a suitable linear combination

of factors (-)n, the components of n being eicher zero or one) and G(x,O; A)

8.



is Che inverse of Jtf + m in a background Ay gauge field configuration. For

operators Chat do have the flavor quantum lumbers of Che vacuum (i.e. J=S=B=O)

additional contributions to the propagator are present in Che form

/ du[A]Tr {G(x,x;A)rG(O,O;A)r} (2.10)

The propagator G(x 0;A) can be computed using the Monte Carlo method (some

care is needed since Xf + m is not a positive definite operator; a suitable

action is B(-Ŝ + m)<j>J ), Che Langevin equation or Che relaxation method. When

using the relaxation method to compute correlation functions2""5*10»12 one

has Co solve Che equation

CJET+ m)G(x,0;A) => 5(x) (2.11)

In the Langevin approach2»3»2** one writes down the equations

3t$(x,t) = [(-)V + m]i(.i(x,t) + n(x,t)

i = 1,2 (2.12)

vhere n is a Gaussian stochastic white noise « n(x,t)n(x*)t') » =

26(t-t')6(x-x') and the average « » is over Che noise. One Chen obtains

lin « >̂ (x,t)(|)*(y,t) » = G(x,y;A) (7.13)
t+»

The stochastic methods (MC and Langevin) are parCicularly useful for local

quantities because of their speed, whereas the relaxation method has some

9.



advantage when computing the large distance behavior of correlation functions

since it does not superimpose intrinsic fluctuations on the gauge field

variations. Typically the calculation of the fermion propagator with one source

point fixed to a precision which is at worst one percent takes an amount of time

comparable to several hundred MC sweeps.

As was done in ref. 2-5 ic is actually convenient to define a new

correlation function obtained by summing over space positions. Define

(2.14)

Then the propagator

Mr(t,0) - I Mr(x,t;O) (2.15)

projects out the zero momentum state and the large time behavior is given by

M <t,0) = Ae"mC (2.16)
t*»

For t not too large one expects that additional higher mass states that can be

excited from the vacuua by the operator tyTty wilL contribute subdominant

corrections

-m t
Mr(t,O) • I An e " (2.17)

n

We will exploit this circumstance to compute radial excitations of the mesons.

10.



Because of Che periodic boundary conditions imposed on the system the

behavior of the correlation functions Mj> on a lattice of extend L in the time

direction is expected to be of the form

(2.18)

We will take these corrections into account when we estimate masses.

To generate the gauge field configurations we used the Metropolis Monte

Carlo method1'6 with ten hits per site. Between 3000 and 4000 MC sweeps were

used to allow for the system to reach thermal equilibrium. The size of the

lattice was 5x5x5x8 in most cases, and 6x6x6x10, and 6x6x6x12 in a few cases,

except for four checks on the masses done on a 4x4x4x6 lattice. The large size

of the lattice in the time direction was necessary in order to separate the

uninteresting'short-distance perturbative contribution ( ^-integer) from the

large distance exponential decay, and also to decrease the effective temperature

(T = 1/Lt) of the system. In each run the meson and baryon correlation

functions were averaged over several (6-10) configurations separated by mostly

100 MC sweeps. Both ordered and disordered starting configurations were used at

the three values of 8 (0 = 6/go ) explored in more detail (fj = 5.6, 6.0 and

6.4). In part this was done in order to reduce the statistical correlations

present between successive configurations in the same MC run. When using the

relaxation method the source point was chosen at random and the number of

relaxation iterations was 100 4 500. Typically the correlation function

G(x,0;A) was evaluated to a relative precision of one part in 10 at the

midpoint (t = Lt/2) or better in the mass region we have explored (with the

11.



exception of the points at 0 • 6.0, k " 0.15ZS where the convergence is somewhat

less accurate) (1/2 < m,,"1 < S/3, wheee S is the spatial or transverse

extension of the lattice). For small ferraion masses (m^-^ 3/S, m .£ 0.1 or

(k-kc)/kc-£ 5 x 10" ) the relaxation method starts to converge more and more

slowly and fluctuations in the density of eigenvalues of the matrix Jtf * m become

increasingly important. (See discussion in the next section.) We have

therefore tried to limit ourselves to a region of masses where the fluctuations

are still contained.

1Z.



III. Hadron Mass Estimates

We will now present our results. In the case of the Wilson fermions we

have computed the masses of the (flavor nonsinglet) pseudoscalar (T = Y5, Jp^

= 0~ +), vector (Yu,l >, scalar (l,0 + +), axial vector (YsYu»l
++) and tensor

(ffuv,l
+~) meson states and of the l/2+ (octet) and 3/2+ (decuplet) baryon

statas, as a function of 0 = 6/g0 and k (or m ) . The number of (almost)

independent gauge field configurations in each case are shown in Table II, III

and IV for each (0,k). For small quark mass an increasing number of

configurations is needed in order to get reliable estimates of the masses. This

is because correlations within a gauge field configuration become increasingly

important. The qualitative behavior of kc(B) as obtained by studying a

2x2x2x4 lattice is shown in Fig. 1. Kc is determined by the vanishing of the

pion mass or the appearance of a zero eigenvalue in JBT + m. At 0 m • k c "• 1/8

and for (5 * 0 kc => 1/4. It is known that the crossover region in the pure

SU(3) gauge theory is around f} =• 5.3 and beyond this point the string tension

starts to follow the asymptotic freedom prediction > . From the string

tension data of Ref. 6 and 25 we get an estimate for the cutoff a({0; using as

input the Regge slope a* = 0.90 GeV . This last quantity is related to the

string tension T (in a relativistic string model) by T = l/(2ira'). We shall use

therefore /F =• 420 MeV. Table I contains, for the values of 0 we have studied,

the values of the cutoffs and of the scale parameter Ag of lattice QCD

exp[-

Y0 = -ji (W/167T2)

Y x - | t (N/167T2)2 (3.1)

13.



wich N =» 3) , and Che corresponding values of AJKJJI obtained by replacing gQ by

i y - 2.741 (3.2)
80

and multiplying the AQ by it. We decide that Ag and /Fare related by AQ =

0.0073 / T 6 « 2 S (which corresponds to AJIOM = 205 MeV and Ajjs = 70 MeV). the

Cable contains also Che corresponding anomalous dimensions Oag)"^'*1, with

ag » 3/2^(0-2.741), Chat will be used co costpuCe renortnalization group

invariant quantities .

Our results for che masses are reported in Che Tables II-IV and are shown

in Figs. 2 (0 - 5.6), 3 and 4 (0 - 6.0),, and 5 (S * 6.4). At 0 - 5.6 we have

good control over the light meson and baryon masses. Let us tentatively cry to

fit che masses by linear functions of a. We estimate kc =.0.175 and for soi.ll

m we can fit the data by

m2 - 4.3 na"1 + 0(o2)
P

a? • 0.70 a"2 +3.0 ma"1 + ...

tal * 1.10 a"2 + 3.3 ma"1 •*• ...

m^ "1.6 a"2 + 2.9 taa~X + ...
A

ra£ - 1.7 a"2 + 2.8 ma'1 + ... (3.3)

a*, _ n2, - 2.0 a"2 + Odna"1)

2 2 2
m , - By - 2.5 a~* + ...

BJJ • 1.0 a"1 + 5 m + 0(a2a)

m^ • 1.35 a~l + 3.9 m + ...

14.



and at this value of 6 a"1 = 915 MeV (from the string tension data or from the

p-ir splitting). The statistical error in the data for the masses is of order

ten percent (slightly better for the P,V states and slightly worse for the S,A,T

and baryon states). Also, finite size effects seem in our case in general to

lead to an overestimate of the mass. Especially for the nucleon and delta there

are in addition systematic errors due to the small box size at this value of B

(see the discussion below). For the radial excitations the error is around

thirty percent.

At 0 =6.0 the masses seem to scale in agreement with the predictions of

the renormalization group: they become smaller in lattice units. He find kc

- 0.158 and a fit to cur data is given by

m2 = 3.1 ma"1 + 3.6 m2 + 0(m3)
P

n^ = 0.30 a"2 + 2.3 m + 0(m2)

2 9m = 0.5 a + 2.3 m + ...
D

2 9
mA = 0.65 a + 2.3 m + ...

m2 = 0.7 a~2 + 2.3 m + ... (3.4)

2 2 2
m_, - m_ = 1.0 a~ + ...

2 2 •>
m'l -**.= 1.7 a"2 + ...

with again a statistical error in the daca points of order ten to twenty

percent, except for the radial excitations P' and V* for which the error is of

order thirty to forty percent. At this value of the coupling constant a =

1380 MeV and the box size is therefore = 1 fenni.

15.



For S * 6.4 che cutoff is rather high a"*1 = 2050 Me7 and we expect Co gee

reliable estimates for heavier quark system. For kc we find = 0.156 and in

the region of the charmed states (iCiJ/Y..••) which corresponds to m = 0.43a"1

(k~ 0.133) we find

• ? -
A-
A -
2 _

mp

A
m2

2

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 1.0

17

6

8

a"2

a'2

a"2

a"2
(3.5)

with a ten-tweney percent error on the mass difference, except for the last: mass

difference for which the error is more around thirty percent.

When we multiply the dioensionless masses by the appropriate power of the

lattice spacing we obtain formulas that express the physical hadron masses in

terms of m. This quantity is not a renoroalization group invariant but;

(3-6)

is27, and we shall use this quantity instead. To take data at different values

of B is crucial in order to test if we are in the scaling region where the

hadrcnic masses (if measured in GeV at a fixed value of the renornalizacion

group invariant mass m% or of the pseudoscalar mass) are 0-independent.

Now in order to transform the data we have obtained into hadron masses in

MeV we have to analyze it. Of course the final result will depend OR the

prejudices of Che analyzer; in certain cases we will be able Co give a definite

prediction for the masses, in other cases we will show the compatibility of our

results with the experimental situation in the real world.

16.



As usual our data are affected by two sources of error: statistical and

systematic. The masses on the graphs are computed using the average value of

the correlation function of the operator with the same quantum numbers as the

particle. For the baryons we used their SU(6) wavefunctions in the time

direction. The masses are estimated by fitting the correlation functions at the

largest value of the time t » tc/2 to A cosh(L/2-t)m for mesons and A exp-tai

for baryons. The difference between baryons and mesons is due to the fact that

in tlte fermionic propagator at zero spatial momentum in the higher components

positive parity states propagate in the positive time direction and negative

parity states propagate backwards. The baryon propagator should be fitted to

A+ exp - tm+ + A_ exp-(Lt-t)m_ (3.7)

We see clearly from our data that ra_ > m* and therefore the contribution

proportional to A_ can be neglected at t = L/2 (we have not attempted Co give a

precise estimate of m_ - m+). In producing the fits we have tried to include

the effects of the excited states. This gives rise to a small downward (~5Z)

shift in the mason masses, but overall already the simple one-hyperbolic-cosine

fit gives reasonable results, which is not unexpected since experimentally it is

known that the radial excitations are high in mass for the mesons. On the other

hand a two-mass fit is mandatory for the baryons, for which the simple

exponential fit tends to overestimate the masses by as much as twenty-thirty

percent. Again this is not unexpected since the mass difference among radial

recurrences is smaller for Che baryons than for the mesons. This is the first

soui-ce of our systematic errors. The second one comes from finite lattice

effects in the spatial direction. For large lattices of space dimension L we

17.



have a shift (SB) in Che energy of a particle at rest which is equal to

6V < L )« 6C expC-m L)/L (3.8)
P »

where V is Che Yukawa potential between two P-particles at rest and is a

function of the distance. Equation (3.8) can easily be obtained front the theory

of images. Since the constant C is in general not expected to be small, one

should always try to keep m^L large. We should remember also that the system

is at a temperature T * 1/aL. If T becomes greater than the transition between

confined and unconfined vacuum, the long range tail of the quark potential is

seriously modified and the masses of the light states may get drastically

changed.

A different source of error which is present in the Wilson formulation, but

not in Che Kogut-Susskind formulation for Che fermion, is due Co Che fact that

mathematically speaking the average value of quantities like the meson

propagator is strictly infinity for any k > 1/8 and for a finite volume. We

have considered lattices where Che bosonic degrees of freedom N are of order

10s. The energy density is not fixed and there are oscillations of order

IT1/2. This aeans Chat che probability of having a configuration of zero

energy (pure gauge) is of order exp-N, which is clearly very small but not

zero. Since for a pure gauge configuration (free case) the Green's function,

are infinite for it > I/a, one expects to find divergent results in this range.

In practice this happens only if che number of gauge configurations sampled is

of order exp(105) for our lattices, which is not definitely our case. However

lee us consider whac happens at values of k larger than 1/8. In a. rough

18.



approximation kc-l/8 is proportional to E and one expects fluctuations in kc

from configuration to configuration with a gaussian distribution and a width

proportional to

(3.9)

This means that we must stay in the region where

Nc « exp[A(k-kc)
2/Nkc

2] (3.10)

Nc being the number of gauge configurations one is considering.

Unfortunately the fluctuations in the value of kc are larger Chan what

one would expect from a pure energy argument (we estimate A*" 0(10^). This can

be seen by large memory effects. In performing the Monte Carlo iterations the

correlation from- the energy after N steps and after N + M steps is practically

negligible after M = 10. On the other hand there is a strong correlation at

this value of M, and in order tc have independent measurements of the Green's

functions and minimize the statistical errors we have considered sets of

configurations separated by 100 Monte Carlo steps (with ten hits per site) (some

correlation among configurations is unfortunately still present). We hope to

have in part reduced these effects by using statistically independent starting

configurations, thermalized with A»3 x 10 Monte Carlo steps. It is conceivable

that these effects are due to hopping between configurations with different

topological number (which is a slow process), but we do not know how to

substantiate this suggestion. In our previous work we were not aware of this

strong correlation and we were not careful in intercalating many unused gauge

19.



configurations between the ones we used, and this caused an underestimate of our

statistical errors. (This effect may also be one of Che reasons for the

discrepancy of our results with those of Ref. 27.)

Of course all these systematic effects vanish when k goes away from kc

and we have taken most of our data in what we believe to be a safe region.

After having obtained the true mass at a given value of B and k, one still

must extrapolate to 8 • ", and this can be done using the renortnaiization

group. We notice however that after we have adjusted the value of k to have a

preassigned ratio for Che Basses of two particles (e.g. ir/p), the masses of all

the other particles (e.g. in units of the rho mass) oust show a systematic

dependence on S which vanishes like exp-c(J for large {$. This is in contrast

with ratios like Bp/A}*QH which have corrections proportional to inverse

f >9wers of 0. The size of these effects can be partially estimated by doing

computations ;,;. different values of S (unfortunately also the other systematic

effects are strongly g-dependent).

v,et ua go back Co Che statistical errors. Their direct estimate is not a

simple matter. The most straightforward procedure is to compare mass estimated

obtained by averaging the correlation functions over different sets of say ten

configurations, each separated by one hundred to two hundred Monte Carlo steps,

and where by different we mean obtained from different starting configuration.

One should keep in taiad that the process of averaging Che correlation functions

and then computing the masses is not the sane as averaging masses.

As far as we have used different configurations for different values of k,

and since we believe that the masses are smooth functions of k, the osciliacions

of the estimated masses when we vary k is a good estimate of Che error, as long

as Che configurations are independent of each other. The use of correlated

configurations was as we explained Che reason for the underestimate of Che

20.



errors in Ref. 2. A careful study of Che scaciscical errors at 0 = 6.0 will be

reported in Ref. 29. •

Let us now turn to a discussion of the pion mass. We will assume that

i%,.2 vanishes linearly at kc like k-kc. This is certainly reasonable from

our data at 8 = 5.6. The fits give for small m

m2 =• 4.2 m k = 0.175 8 = 5.6
P c

m2 = 3.1 m k = 0.158 g = 6.0
o c

(3.11)

The error in kc may be roughly estimated at 10~3 and that on the slope should

be around 10 * 20%.' Now if we introduce the renorntalizacion group invariant

we get

m* = S(6) n^ (3.12)

with

S(5.6) = 3.3 S(6.0) = 2.3 (3.13)

Since S has dimensions of a mass, S(0)/A%JQ^(3) should be a constant. Using

Table I we find

S(5"6)/AMOM(5-6) " 1 4

(3.14)s ( 6- 0 ) /W 6- 0 ) = i5
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which is cons cant inside the errors. Using the value A^OM " 210 MeV we get

the estimate

m2 " (1600 MeVXn* + mh (3.15)

Where we have replaced rag •* (mf + m^)/2 and a and b labels the quark

flavor. This implies for the average value of the renonaalizacion invariant up

and down quark masses, using the plan mass as input

(mu + md)/2 » 6 MeV (3.16)

Using the kaon mass (mj. » 495 MeV) as input we find from the graph at 6 • 5.6

or the above formula

(md + ms)/2 a 77 MeV (3.17)

Using alternatively the current algebra relations ny/n^ =» 1.8 and

- 2.0130 we fLnd

mu = 4.5 Me7 nd = 8 MeV ma » 160 MeV (3.18)

in agreement with phsnomenological estimates, the goodness of the scaling

between 3 a 5.6 and 3 " 6.0 can be seen by plotting mp (Fig. 6) or Op

(Fig. 7) versus iĉ  on the same graph and using physical units (MeV). The

points should lie on the same universal curve, this happens inside the errors
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in our data, especially in the region of small masses. We see Chat for small

masses mp is proportional to tag}'^ and changes to a linear dependence at

higher masses.

We are able to consider explicitly the case of strange particles, and the

masses of the lighter states are obtained by extrapolation. Deviations from

linearity in the mass squared of the pseudoscalar part icles going from Che

strange co the up and down quarks is proportional Lo the violations of the

Gell-Menn Okubo sum rules, which are known to be small.

The points we have at 0 = 6.4 are for masses that are not small enough co

see nip2 « m, and our estimate for kc is more shaky. We can fix kc by

requiring that S(0) continues to scale with 0, and find kc = 0.156 * 0.157.

Ac this value of 0 the mass gap (the glueball mass) is = (1300/2050) = 0.6 in

lattice units, and this should ailcw us to still get reasonable estimates for

the charm stat.es. We hope (but of course it would be useful if Che results

could be checked on larger lattices) that since the J/i[i spectroscopy is sensible

to the quark potential at moderate distances the final xresults are not affected

by the relatively small box size. For Che mass of the charmed quark we find

mc « 1300 ± 100 MeV (3.19)

which is slightly lower than potential model estimates .

Let us now study the p mass. A first possibility would be to do the same

plot of mv versus k as in the case of the pseudoscalar. In this case a linear

(or linear + quadratic) fit in a wide k range is rather good (see Figs. 8 and

9), giving for the extrapolated value at kc 0.84 at B = 5.6 and 0.55 at g =

6.0, with an error of about ten percent. Translated in MeV this gives a oass of

about 750 MeV.



The situatioa is not so nice however if we consider data at k not too close

to kj. To see it clearly we can study the dependence of mv.
2-mp2 or

in- . This number is in the physical case practically constant when one goes

from the p to the J/ty. The data is shown in Fig. 10. One can clearly see that

it does not scale for large mass and is compatible with an extrapolation at zero

mass of about 0.6 GeV • Only for larger 6 CS " 6.4) there is a signal of

approximately mass-independent splitting. The fact that the spin splittings do

not cone out right until the pseudoscalar mass becomes of order one or less in

lattice units should not come entirely as a surprise. Spin effects in the

masses using the Wilson action are strongly suppressed if one is not near enough

to the continuum limit. This means that we have to go to masses of the quarks

of order 9.2 * 0.3 in lattice units in order to see in a decent way the

spin—spin effects. Analogous plots for the other mesons are shown in Figs. 12

to 14.

Spin forces are also responsible for the splitting between the J » 1/2

(Figs. 15 and 16) and J - 3/2 (Figs. 17 and 18) baryons. Since again the

spin—spin effects vanish when the masses are large, it is better for baryons to

consider the difference in mass squared versus the pseudoscalar meson mass (with

of course the sane average quark mass in both cases). In Fig. 19 we show

2 ** 2
m3/2~ml/2 versus Bp . The data are fluctuating so that it is not clear

how to perform an extrapolation to k s kc or to- =» 0 (it will depend on the

functional form assumed). Our data seems to indicate a value between. 0.6 and

0.7 GeV , but we prefer to show for comparison the experimental points. (We

have used the mass of the p and A for the light quark case.) In order to know

the mass of a state containing three strange quarks, we have used H and A for

the octet and estimated the mass of such an object to first order in SU(3)
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breaking giving a mass of about 1495 MeV for the octet. The experimental data

are clearly compatible with the theoretical ones.

In our search for a quantity stable as a function njp we have computed

2 2 2 2
the ratios (m3/2""n'l/2)/(inV~ms) • T*le sPin splittings are small for both

mass differences, but their ratio seems to be remarkably constant (within our

large error bars). We show this quantity in Fig. 20. Our data seems to

indicate

(°3/2 " ml/2)/(mV " ml* ^ 1A ± °'3 (3#20)

to be compared with the experimental value of i.ll for the A-N-p-ff case.

Let us finally consider the splittings between the L = 1 and L = 0

mu.'.tiplets. We do not have enough statistics to estimate the splitting between

the 6 and A\ in a, clear way, although we see that the &i is heavier that the 6.

If we extrapolate the masses of the scalar and axial vector at nip = 0 (see

Figs. 12 and 14) we would estimate

nu = 950 ± 100 MeV (3.21)

and

m. = 1100 ± 150 MeV . (3.22)

As a consequence of using the Wilson action the spin splittings in the L = 1

multiplet die off rather quickly when the mass increases.
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The ratio (m2^ - ra2g)/(m2y - n2p) seems again more or less

independent of ozp and we find a value of 0.7 ± 0.3, using again our data at

all three values of 6. Still, one should keep in mind that by elementary

considerations the radius of the L "1 states is expected to be larger than the L

• 0 states, and decreasing the size of the box from 1.1 to 0.5 fernsi in going

from B " 5.6 to 8 =• 6.4 nay affect the mass splittings. However we do not

have a simple way to estimate this effect.

We have also looked at the mass of the 1*"" (tensor) state. With out errors

we cannot clearly see it split: from the axial vector! All we can say in general

is that in the small mass limit it seems to be higher in mass, by an amount that

is comparable or less than our errors ("lOO MeV).

From the subdoninant corrections Co Che pseudoscalar and vector propagator

we have tried to estimate the mass of the first radially excited states. We

find values in Che 1.2 * 1.9 GeV range in qualitative agreement wich experiment,

but some care must be used because the masses are relatively high with respect

Co Che inverse lattice spacing.
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IV. The r - 0 case

In this section we will study what happens when we use the fermions with

r = 0. We mentioned before that it is possible in this case to diagonalize the

fermion propagator and reduce the number of fermion flavors from sixteen to

four. The existence of four fermion species does not give rise to any problem

as far as the mesons are concerned. However it gives us serious problems (which

we have not been able to solve) in the baryor. sector, especially with respect to

the distinction of baryons with I = 1/2 and I = 3/2.

The main quantities that we study are the meson propagator

I
ab

|G Q
a b(n)| 2 (4.1.)

and the baryon propagator

7 I (?) (4.2)
abc a'b'c1 q q q

Let us first discuss the meson case. Particles with different spin-parities sit

at different corners of the Brillouin zone for the propagator My(n). It is

therefore convenient to set the external momentum equal to zero (mod jr) aad

consider the four kinds of corners of the spatial Brillouin zone. We define,

following the suggestion of Ref. 20,
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n B- n- ,*v

n +n n +n n +n

(4-3)

If we go back to the original action (before diagonalization) ic is easy Co see

that for large nc we have

n
9yic) + (-1) exp(-mTnc)

n
(-1) expC-o^)

nt
M^ (nt) = exp(-mpnc) t (-1) exp(-msnc) (4.4)

where mp, 07, mg, m^ and or are the masses of the lightest particles

with the quantum numbers of ir, p, 6, A, and B.

J
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The analysis in Che case of Che staggered fermions as we see is more

complicated because each propagator contains more than one particle. To measure

Che masses we have collected the data by generating altogether 8 gauge field

configurations on a 6^ lattice at B = 6.0, separated by 100 Monte Carlo

iterations (with ten hits per link). The quark propagators have been computed

for mR = 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 on a 6
3 x 12 lattice, where Che gauge field

configuration in the time direction has been doubled. The mass of the pion has

been measured by fitting the pion propagator MM to a form

A[exp -n m^ + exp(-12 + n )m ]

B[exp ~nt«_i
 + exp(-12 + n )ra ,] (4.5)

The value of A is connected to < ol̂ Yŝ iir >, and via the equations of motion

mJhr5il) (4.6)

to £v. The fit is rather good and the error on m^ coming from the fit can

be estimated at a feu percent.

The statistical error is harder to estimate. The two mass fits cannoC be

done on a single configuration. The simplest, but not the most rigorous,

estimate can be obtained by considering as approximate mass (to be corrected

later) 1/2 arcosh((G(4)+G(8))/2G(6)]. The masses do not seem to be too strongly
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correlated and Che statistical error estimated with the standard rules should be

again of a few percent. Although larger runs seem to be needed in order Co

decide whether the configurations in the sample can be considered really

statistically independent, the fluctuations in m^ could be smaller than in Che

r • 1 case. This circumstance would lead us Co confirm the hypothesis that the

oscillations in the latter case are due Co fluctuations in kc (i.e. mass

renormalization), whereas in the r * 0 case kg » m for all 8 as a consequence

of Che Y5 invariance. The error in in̂ i and fir is of course larger.

When we estimate the other masses it is not possible, due to the satallness

in the time direction of our lattice, to consider radial excitations. The

simplest method that we have devised is to consider the ratio R(nc) «

H1(nt)/M°(nt) and fit it to

C) • (-1) exp(-n.n ) + (n - 12-n)
ft (n ) *-± S-S i (4.7)

e x p ( a n ) + (n£ - 12-n )

In this way we obcain Che resulcs shown in Table VI and in Fig. 21. The error

in the vector mass can be estimated (in the same way as the pseudoscalar) to a

few percent (and neglecting of course the systematic errors coming from our

biased procedure) and for the other masses to at least ten percent.

For the baryons we do not see any striking difference between different

corners of the Brillonitt zone (and we are puzzled by the assignments). We
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therefore quote only the value of a common baryon mass. There the errors are

somewhat larger, both statistic and systematic.

The baryon mass has been computed by studying the ratio of the baryon

equivalent of My to MJJ (for the Jp=3/2). These results are also shown in

Table VI. The last two lines in the table show the extrapolated results for the

masses at nu 3 0 in units of the lattice spacing and in MeV (assuming a"1 =

1500 MeV, which is about ten percent higher than the lattice spacing in the

Wilson case).

Thus the mass spectrum for the mesons turns out to be rather satisfactory.

On the other hand the mass of the baryon seems to be definitely too large. It

is conceivable that we have not chosen the nucleon channel, and that our fitting

procedure was too arbitrary. We leave this problem to a further theoretical

investigation. However especially in this case, as for the Wilson fermions,

larger lattices would be helpful.

In conclusion it seems that the r = 0 case gives rise to more stable and

reliable estimates for the mesons (within our limited statistics), while

difficulties are present for the baryons. The r = 1 (Wilson) case presents no

difficulties in the internal quantum number /assignments, and gives rise to

correlation functions that do not have an oscillating part but seems to suffer

both from fluctuations in kc and rather small spin-spin forces at not too

small m. It would of course be interesting to see it' an intermediate, case, like

r = 1/2, anares some of the advantages of both methods. The choice of the best

value of r is rather important and could be studied both empirically and in an

analytic fashion in the framework of lattice perturbation theory. It is however

interesting to note that the value of the p mass at k = kc seems to differ

only by ten percent at B = 6.0, while at 6 = 0 this difference was a factor of

about one hundred percent.
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V. Decay Amplitudes

From Che long distance falloff of Che correlation function we can estimate,

besides Che mass of the state, also Che amplitude of the vavefunction. For

large tine separations a meson propagator at zero lattice three-momenta will

behave as

-tn-t

«r(c'0) t?>i 3 r
 e

where -Aj- is some numerical constant which is slowly varying in ntp. We have

computed some of these constants as functions of the nasses raj- at 6 =» 5.6, 6.0

and 6.4. In Table VIZ we display our results for the quantities Yr "

Ik/hf obtained using the Wilson fermion action. The factor 25c arises because

of the connection between lattice and continuum fields in the Wilson formulation

(see Eq. 2.4). The statistical errors in the ir's is estimated at about thirty

percent. In general an overestimate of the masses will lead to an overestimate

of the amplitudes, so Che errors in the two quantities are correlated. From the

numbers in the table we can estimate the decay amplitudes. The couplings of Che

states to the currents are defined27 as follows

I O 2 / ™ | T t i 3 r i | - - - - - _ —p

m2) <0 n[i2 TJ»IJ S> » fs mg

<01^»2Y * i | v> » f ^ m 2 e

e (5.2)

where P.S.V.A label the different spin parity states. For the pseudoscalar we
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find therefore fp = /2Vn/(ntp a ) aad for the vector and axial vector states

we use fj1"1 = y(a~2/ni2i>) • The pseudoscalar decay constant is shown in

Fig. 22 as a function of the pseudoscalar meson mass squared. We can

extrapolate our data to the small quark mass region and for the pion we find

therefore

fff = 150 ± 50 MeV (5.3)

which is in not too good agreement with the experimental value 93.5 MeV . For

the other states we show some estimates in Table VIII. Again the agreement

seetas generally bad. In part this situation could be explained by one loop

corrections, which have not been taken into account. It is also quite possible

that we have underestimated our systematic errors. From the decay amplitudes of

the vectors one can then estimate their leptonic width

T(V ->• e+e~) = 1 (cteq)2 m(Q) (5.4)
fv

(The charge factor eq is already included in the number quoted in Table VIII.)

Through the Van Royan-Weisskopf formula fv is related to the wavefunction of

the qq pair at the origin

mV2/12 (5.5)
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VI The Mass of the n'

In this section we will present some preliminary estimates for the mass of

che n1. By setting the fermionic determinant equal to a constant, we have

excluded front the theory all effects that are due to dynamic fermion loops. In

particular we have excluded meson annihilation diagram which are believed to be

responsible for the nonconservation of the isoscalar axial current and the large

it* mass . In this section we will show how one can compute the effects on the

meson masses of a class of annihilation diagrams that are leading to lowest

order in the number of fermion flavors.

As an example to illustrate our strategy consider the free energy of a spin

system in a field. For small field it is known in terms of zero field

correlation functions

F(h) - F(.O) + hF'(O) •»• i h 2F" CO) + 0(h3) (6.1)

where

F'(0) - M » i < J j > x >

In che following we shall regard nfTr ln(jf + m) as an external field term

and treat it to lowest order in nf.
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Let us consider the V meson (T » 1, Y5, . . . ) . We will write for its mass

and its propagator in momentum space is given by

(6.3)

IL_ - y e1?51 < * (6.4)

with

Ar " Ar 0
 + nf (6.5)

To lowest order in nf we then have

-Ktt P2«*
0(nf

2) (6.6)

In position space the term a nf becomes

4m*

"mrr

nr 0

(6.7)
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and in Che pseudascalar case the term proportional to rap is dominant since

npO •» o when Che quark mass is taken to zero. Ac zero external momentum we

have

h4
' • • • • • —

^ 0

with

Mr =• t } U)r » (x) (6.9)

The symbol < >g means average over gauge field configurations whereas

f (x)T »Cx) - Tr T G(X,X;A) (6.10)

spin
color

Let us define a susceptibility xr associated with the state V

i [< H* >0 - < Mr >2] (6.11)

It is not a problem to compute it by Monte Carlo methods. Then we have for

(6.12)
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Ap is equal to f^, which has been computed in the previous section for

different values of 3 and small m. let us now discuss the pseudoscalar case.In

order to compute tuj one has to determine Xp for different values of m0 and

show that it diverges like rag~ .

He have tried to estimate tnj in the pseudoscalar case at S = 5.6 in the

region 1.5 4^4 0.5 using the Monte Carlo and the Langevin method on two

gauge configurations with 6000-3000 pseudofermionic sweeps for each value of k

on a 5x5x5x3 lattice. We find Che following values

k =» 0.155 X /A - 0.0030 mx = 0.09 ni/(m^-nip) = 0.029

0.16 0.0244 0.18 0.O68 (6.13)

0.165 0.0942 0.21 0.090

Using the values for nip and Aj>Q listed in the tables in the preceding

sections and a = 915 MeV we find indicatively

mx « 200 ± 100 MeV • (6.14)

The n' mass can then be coaputed by diagonalizing the pseudscalar mass matrix,

with mj as off-diagonal matrix element, and using the relation

n£ m* - m
2
n + 2m

2 (6.15)

Experimentally one has ran> = 953 MeV, whereas we find mn = 300 MeV and

mn' = 700 MeV.
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VII Conclusion

We have shown in Che preceding sections how reasonable estimates for the

spectrum of QCD can be obtained in the approximation of neglecting dynamic

fermion loops. Obtaining a massless pion appears not to be a problea both with

the Wilson and the Kogut-Susskind fermion action.

A significant reduction in the statistical errors for the masses would

require several orders of magnitude more computer time. At this level

systematic effects associated with the smallness of the lattice, among others,

will become important. Moreover, it becomes now crucial to investigate the

effects of the inclusion of Che fenaion determinant into Che measure factor.

Work in this direction is in progress.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Qualitative behavior of Kg as a function of t/go . The expected

strong and weak coupling behavior is also shown.

Fig. 2 Meson masses squared and baryon masses as a function of k and the

quark mass m (defined in eq. 2.2) at 8 = 5.6. P(0), V(A), S(+), A(x)

label pseudoscalar (Jpc • 0"*), vector (i—), scalar (0++) and axial

vector (1++) states. A and H (•) label the nucleon (l/2+) and delta

(3/2*) states.

Fig. 3 Same as in Fig. 2 but at B " 6.0.

Fig. 4 An enlarged view of the small mass region at 0 = 6.0. dotation as in

Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 Same as in Fig. 2 but at S ° 6.4.

Fig. 6 Pseudoscalar meson mass in physical units as a function of the

renormalized mass. The data at 0 » 5.6, 6.0 and 6.4 have been

combined together. The line is only intended as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 7 The behavior of the pseudoscalar meson mass for small quark mass.

Data for different values of 8 and different actions (W * Wilson

action, KS =• Kogut-Susskind action) have been combined. The line is

only intended as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 8 Sane as Fig. 6 but for the vector.

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 7 but for the vector. E are the experimental easses for

p, It* and £.

Fig. 10 Mass difference squared, in physical units, for the vector and

pseudoscalar, as a function of the pseudoscalar mass squared. The

lines are only intended as a guide to rhe eye. E are the experimental

values for p/ir and J/^/nc.

Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 6 but for the scalar meson.
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 7 but for the scalar meson. E are the experimental

values for 6 and e.

Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 6 but for the axial vector meson.

Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 7 but for the axial vector. E are the experimental

numbers for the Aj, Q^ and E.

Fig. 15 Same as Fig. 6 but for the nucleon.

Fig. 16 Same as Fig. 7 but for the nucleon. E are the experimental points for

N, t, H and Ac.

Fig. 17 Same as Fig. 6 but for the delta.

Fig. 18 Same as Fig. 7 but for the delta. E are the experimental points for

A, Z*, E* and n.

Fig. 19 Mass difference squared, in physical units, for the delta and nucleon,

as a function of the square of the pseudoscalar mass. The lines are

only intended as a guide to the eye. E are the experimental points

for 4/N and £2.

Fig. 20 Ratio of the difference in mass squared of the delta and nucleon over

the same quantity for the vector and pseudoscalar. The stars are the

averages of the points at B = 5.6, 6.0 and 6.4. E is the experimental

ratio. The line is only intended as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 21 Meson masses squared as a function of the quark mass m at 0 = 6.0

obtained using the Koguc-Susskind fermion action. The lines are only

intended as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 22 The pseudoscalar decay constant (in MeV) as a function of the

pseudoscalar mass. The lines are only intended as a guide to the

eye. E are the experimental point for ir and k mesons.
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Table I

e

5.6

6.0

6.4

Ao

0.00362

0.00235

0.00149

A

0

0

0

MOM

.231

.151

.098

a-1

915

1380

2050

0

0

0

4/11
)

.78

-74

.71

V

1

0

0

5a

.1

.73

.49

110

170

260

The QCD scale parameter, the inverse lattice spacing Cche high mosaeattim cutoff

being ir/a), an anomalous dimension factor, Che size of the box in the space

direction in Ferrais and the inverse size in the time direction (the effective

temperature in MeV), as a function of 6 *• 6/g0
2.
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Table II 8 = 5.6

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

k

120

130

135

140

145

150

155

160

165

170

conf.

3

6

3

6

3

16

13

26

26

3

m
P

2.30

1.96

1.84

1.70

1.58

1.37

1.31

1.03

0.82

0.72

m.
V

2.31

1.98

1.86

1.74

1.62

1.44

1.42

1.27

1.03

1.01

m
S

2.85

2.19

1.95

1.80

2.05

1.82

1.83

1.43

1.32

1.1

m
A

3.00

2.22

1.83

1.75

1.98

1.71

1.91

1.53

1.34

1.4

m
N

3.81

3.43

3.13

2.90

2.95

2.44

2.32

2.06

1.71

1.4

m
A

3.82

3.44

3.14

2.93

2.99

2.50

2.35

2.15

1.86

1.7

Masses of the pseudoscalar, vector, scalar and axial vector mesons and spin 1/2

and spin 3/2 baryons as a function of k at (3 = 5.6. The second coition lists the

number of configurations used.
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Table III 0 - 6.0

k

0.100

0.120

0.125

0.130

0.135

0.140.

0.145

0.1475

0.150

0.1525

conf.

3

6

3

16

16

26

26

26

31

12

a
P

2.64

1.97

1.69

1.63

1.48

1.13

1.01

0.89

0.75

0.68

m
V

2.64

2.02

1.70

1.65

1.52

1.18

1.03

0.97

0.90

0.80

m
S

2.65

2.02

1.82

1.81

1.59

1.38

1.18

1.13

0.96

0.82

a
A

2.65

2.08

1.87

1.83

1.62

1.43

1.31

1.23

1.10

0.96

m
N

4.20

3.19

2.60

2.59

2.21

1.72

1.57

1.35

1.32

m
A

4.20

3.20

2.61

2.61

2.23

1.76

1.65

1.46

1.44

Same as in Table XI, buc ac 6 =» 6.0.
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Table IV C = 6.4

conf. m m m m m m
P V S A N A

0.130 23 1.60 1.62 1.86 1.90 2.70 2.71

0.135 27 1.39 1.45 1.66 1.78 2.23 2.26

0.140 27 1.24 1.33 1.37 1.50 2.0 2.05

0.145 13 0.92 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.5 1.6

0.150 13 0.6 0.7

Same as in Table II, but at f$ = 6.4.
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Table V

cc

o-1- nc (2980)

JM3097)

Xo (3414)

Pc (3507)

3000

3400

3500

3600

± 30

—

± 50

* SO

± 100

Masses of charmed (cc) mesons, in MeV. Experimental numbers

in parenthesis.
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Table VI 8 = 6.0

m

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

m
P

1.21

0.94

0.60

0

0

a
V

1.35

1.10

0.77

0.51

750

m
S

1.48

1.24

0.91

0.65

970

m
A

1.61

1.37

1.01

0.75

1120

m
T

1.71

1.45

1.11

0.82

1230

m
P'

1.57

1.32

1.04

0.78

1170

m
B

2.26

1.93

1.5

1.13

1700

f
P

0.226

0.191

0.156

0.120

177

Quark mass; masses of pseudoscalar, vector, scalar, axial vector, Censor, radial

excitation of Che pseudoscalar, baryon; and pseudoscalar decay constant at 8 =•

6.0 using Che KoguC-Susskind fennion action on eight gauge field

configurations. In the fourth line Che extrapolated values at in = 0 in lattice

units, and in the last line in MeV, using a"1 = 1500 MeV.
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Table VII

8 - 5.6

6 - 6.0

8 - 6.4

A

0.150

0.155

0.160

0.165

0.130

0.135

0.140

0.145

0.1475

0.150

0.1525

0.130

0.135

0.140

0.36

0.37

0.30

0.24

0.25

0.24

0.21

0.20

0.16

0.11

0.11

0.24

0.24

0.23

0.29

0.30

0.27

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.19

0.16

0.15

0.10

0.08

0.21

0.21

0.J9

0.21

0.23

0.10

0.23

0.17

0.15

0.14

0.13

0.14

0.10

0.12

0.19

0.19

0.15

0.17

0.20

0.14

0.19

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.08

0.16

0.20

0.14

Amplitudes Yr//l2 for Che pseudoscalar, vector, scalar and axial vector mesons

as a function of 6 and fc. The number of configurations used is the same as in

Tables II, III and IV.
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Table VIII

This calculation Experiment (Ref. 32)

f"1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.19

f"1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.075

0.3 ± 0.1 0.11

0.2 + 0.1 0.083

Decay constants (with appropriate charge factors included).
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